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ADVANCE THE
BUSINESS

CASE STUDY
BRIGHT
Bright is a B2B marketing agency working with
technology and IT service companies.
As its name suggests, Bright is a company that does
not rely on tried and tested methods. It believes in
pushing boundaries, looking for ways to do things
better and with greater agility.
Something that is clearly reflected in the Minimal
Viable Marketing ™ methodology that its founder,
Zoe Merchant, has developed to use with clients.

THE CHALLENGE
Initially the agency had taken this
approach to its operating model,
using contractors because of the
agility, responsiveness and skills
they bring to deliver client work.
The agency could flex and stretch
in accordance to resource
requirements at any given time.

However, this approach was
proving costly. Furthermore, they
had begun to sign bigger contracts
which would require a more
permanent team to provide the
continuity of service that would be
expected by these large clients.

"VERYHR IS ALIGNED WITH BRIGHT WHEN IT COMES TO VALUES AND
WHAT JULIE AND HER TEAM BELIEVE IN. THIS WAS AT THE CORE OF MY
DECISION TO CHOOSE VERYHR TO HELP ME BUILD MY BUSINESS AND
ENSURE HR COMPLIANCE AND BEST PRACTICE. THEY MORE THAN
LIVED UP TO MY EXPECTATIONS” - ZOE MERCHANT, FOUNDER AND
MANAGING DIRECTOR AT BRIGHT

THE APPROACH 1/2
After consulting with VeryHR, Zoe decided it would be most effective to convert
existing contractors to an employee status. As Bright had a relationship with them
already, they were well acquainted with the company, its values and methods. As
well as to recruit new permanent hires to support continued growth and
expansion.
After settling on this approach, VeryHR used their expertise to provide valuable
support and guidance to Bright in its discussions with contractors about
becoming permanent employees whilst at the same time advising on how to
establish a recruitment process by providing an interview framework for new
hires. This helped Bright turn what could have been a tricky and unsettling time
for the company into something positive.

THE APPROACH 2/2
VeryHR helped Bright put the fundamentals in place. They implemented a
standard company set up, which involved creating employment contracts and an
employee handbook as well as introducing a travel and expenses policy. They also
revised recruitment and the ‘Be Brighter’ performance review processes.
In summary, VeryHR helped the agency create a structure that would foster
consistency as it grew whilst making sure its people and their wellbeing were
kept very much at the centre of their business and culture.
VeryHR agreed to offer its services in a flexible way, Bright brought a block of
hours each month which it could use at any time. This meant that they could pick
up the phone to ask questions or request support as and when they needed.

RESULTS
Bright Innovations now
have a team of over 12
employees who are
committed to taking the
company to the next level
of growth. VeryHR are still
involved from time to time,
providing support and
coaching.
VeryHR is delighted to
work with Bright because
of trust and partnership
that has been fostered
between the two
companies.

WORK WITH US
AT VERYHR, WE OFFER PRAGMATIC, PEOPLE-FOCUSED SERVICES THAT WILL
ENABLE YOU TO DRIVE YOUR TEAMS TO GET THE BEST RESULTS POSSIBLE.
WE DO THIS BY WORKING WITH YOU TO STRIKE A BALANCE BETWEEN
GLOBAL CONSISTENCY AND LOCAL INDIVIDUALITY.
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